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We investigated experimentally the nonlinear behavior of the impedance of a cadmium plate in the region
of existence of the hole doppleron. It is shown theoretically that this phenomenon can be attributed to
nonlinear cyclotron absorption of the wave in the metal. A theory of nonlinear cyclotron absorption of a
hole doppleron in cadmium is constructed. The nonlinearity is due to the influence of the wave magnetic
field H that alters the trajectories of the resonant electrons responsible for the cyclotron asorption. The
Lorentz force connected with the field H modulates the particle velocity along the magnetic field at a
characteristic frequency ooproportional to the square root of the wave amplitude. The modulation of the
longitudinal particle velocity leads to violation of the condition of their resonant interaction with the wave,
as a result of which the absorption coefficient decreases. The nonlinearity is significant when the
frequency o0 is large compared with the electron-collision frequency. A decrease of the cyclotron
absorption changes radically the picture of the surface-impedance oscillations of the plate in the magnetic
field. We studied in the experiment the influence of the temperature, of the angle of inclination of the
magnetic field, and of the frequency on the nonlinear-effect threshold field that separates the regions of
linear and nonlinear behavior of the sample impedance. The measurement results are in qualitative
agreement with the conclusions of the theory.

PACS numbers: 72.15.Gd

1. INTRODUCTION
We have previously reported"' observation of nonline a r effects in the propagation of a large-amplitude hole
doppleron in cadmium. A change in the picture of the
oscillations of the surface resistance R and of its derivative with respect to the static magnetic field was observed with increasing amplitude of the exciting field.
The waves propagated in the plate along a magnetic field
parallel to the [0001]hexagonal axis. No nonlinear effects were observed when an electron doppleron propagated in the cadmium. It is known that a hole doppleron
exists in cadmium near the boundary of the dopplershifted cyclotron resonance (DSCR) of the holes of the
monster, and is subject to cyclotron damping by the
There is no cyclotron damping
electrons of the lens.
in the region of the existence of an electron doppleron
due to the DSCR of electrons with maximum displacement. Since the nonlinear growth of the oscillation amplitudes was observed only for the propagation of a hole
doppleron, it is natural to assume that this nonlinear effect is connected with a decrease of collisionless cyclotron absorption. We construct in this paper a theory of
the nonlinear effect and present results of an experimental study of the peculiarities of its manifestation a t various temperatures and various angles between the mag790
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netic field and the [0001]axis. Good agreement was observed between the deductions of the theory and the experimental data.
We examine first the physical picture of nonlinear cyclotron absorption. In the case when the wave propagates along a constant magnetic field Ha, the cyclotron
absorption is due to resonant interaction with those electrons which revolve on the Larmor orbit together with
the electric field of the waves. For these electrons, the
angle between the velocity v, in the plane of revolution
and the electric field, which also lies in this field, r e mains constant and the particle effectively draws (or
gives up) energy from (to) the wave. Since the electrons
and the hole-doppleron electric field revolve in opposite
directions, the resonant electrons a r e those that overtake the wave and travel along k I1 HoII z with a velocity

Here k and w a r e the wave vector and frequency of the
doppleron, and w, is the cyclotron frequency of the resonant electrons. In plasma physics it is customary to call
the energy absorption by particles that satisfy condition
(1) "anomalous cyclotron absorption." F r o m the equations of motion of a particle in a constant field Ha it is
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easy to obtain, in the approximation linear in the electric and magnetic fields E and H of the wave, the rate of
change of the energies of the motions that a r e longitudinal and transverse relative to Ho. It turns out here
that in the case of anomalous cyclotron absorption, the
energy of the transverse motion decreases under the influence of the Lorentz force (e/c)vxFI, and goes over,
together with the energy acquired from the electric field
of the wave, into translational-motion energy. This result follows also from quantum concepts. In fact, when
the doppleron quantum i s absorbed the electron's translational-motion energy is changed by an amount Ekv,,
which is equal to ii(w + w,) when (1) is taken into account,
whereas the total energy of the particle changes by an
amount iiw. This means that the transverse-rotation
energy decreases by iiw, when the doppleron quantum is
absorbed.
The linear theory disregards the influence of the wave
field on the particle trajectories. If the wave amplitude
is large enough, however (an appropriate criterion will
be given below), the effect of the wave on the particle
motion turns out to be appreciable. The Lorentz force
due to the magnetic field of the wave alters the longitudinal-motion velocity v,. The resonance condition (1)is
therefore violated and the effectiveness of the interaction of the particles with the wave decreases. To describe the particle motion in the wave field it is convenient to introduce the angle between the electric (or magnetic) field of the wave and the velocity vector v,., and
then the particles a r e divided into "trapped" and "untrapped. " The former execute finite motion in this angle, while the latter execute infinite motion. As will be
shown below, from the mathematical point of view this
motion i s described in the same manner a s the motion
of electrons in the field of a longitudinal acoustic w a v p l
or in the field of a helicon. L41
Consider the character of the oscillations of the trapped
particles. Assume that at the initial instant the particle
had a velocity (I), and the angle between the force eE
and the velocity vl was less than n / 2 . The particle then
absorbed energy and its longitudinal velocity increased.
As a result, the angle between eE and vL also increased
and reached ~ / 2 , after which the field started to decrease the velocity v,. This continued until the angle
between eE and vl again became smaller than ~ / 2 . Ifthe
characteristic frequency wo of the oscillations is higher
than the collision frequency r", i. e.,

then the trapping is effective and the absorption coefficient decreases. But if wOr<< 1, the influence of the
wave field on the particle motion can be neglected and
the linear theory is valid. The decrease of the wave absorption in the nonlinear regime leads to an increase of
the amplitude of the oscillations of the surface-impedance
Z(Ho) of the plate, a s is indeed observed in experiment.
2. EXPERIMENT

We investigated in the experiment the surface impedance of cadmium in a magnetic field a t different values
79 1
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of the exciting-field intensity. The measurements were
made on cadmium samples with a resistance ratio h,,,,/
p 4 , z ~3= lo4, in the form of single-crystal plates 0.57
and 0.6 mm thick, with a surface normal to the direction [0001] of the hexagonal axis.

An RF field circularly polarized in the plane of the
sample was produced with the aid of crossed coils. C51
The electromagnetic field intensity was regulated by
varying the amplitude of the alternating voltage on both
exciting coils. The surface resistance and its derivatives with respect to the magnetic field were measured
with the amplitude bridge described inLs1. The use of
broadband vacuum-tube amplifiers made it possible to
vary the voltage on the tank circuit in the range 0.1-50
V and in a wide frequency band.
The singularities of the surface reactance were investigated with a special measuring oscillator in whose
tank-circuit coil the sample was placed. The major difference between the employed system and the traditional
oscillator circuits is that the tank circuit, which sets the
oscillation frequency, is connected to the oscillator tube
through an isolating cathode follower having a high input
resistance. This has made it possible to exclude the influence of the variation of the regime of the oscillator
tube on the tank-circuit oscillation frequency when the
oscillation amplitude was regulated. The amplitude of
the oscillations of the tank circuit could be varied by
changing the anode voltage and the bias on one of the control grids of the oscillator tube. The use of high-power
tubes of the GU-50 type made it possible to obtain voltages up to 70 V across the tank circuit.
.To stabilize the oscillation frequency against variation of the tank-circuit Q by the magnetic field (in view
of the dependence of the sample surface resistance on
the field), negative feedback was used to maintain the
tank-circuit Q and the oscillation amplitude constant.
Modulation of the constant magnetic field produces inthe
general case both frequency and amplitude modulation of
the oscillations in the tank circuit of the measurement
oscillator. If the inertia of the Q-stabilization system
is large enough, the amplitude of the tank-circuit voltage modulation is proportional to d ~ / d and
~ , the depth
of the frequency modulation is proportional t o the derivative of the reactance, dX/dHo. This makes it possible
to investigate simultaneously the reactance X(H,) and its
derivatives with respect to the magnetic field, a s well
as the derivatives of the surface resistance R(Ho). The
operating bandwidth of the oscillator was 0.03-30 MHz.
The frequency drift with changing tank-circuit voltage
did not exceed 0.03%. Preliminary measurements have
shown that the employed oscillator had high sensitivity
and a low intrinsic noise level.
The surface impedance of the cadmium was investigated in the temperature interval 1.6-4.2 K and at frequencies 0.01-2 MHz in a constant magnetic fie1.d up to
18 kOe oriented near the direction of the [0001] hexagonal axis of the crystal. The intensity of the alternating
magnetic field reached 60 Oe. It was determined from
the current in the exciting coils and from the known values of the coil constants.
Voloshin e t a / .
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FIG. 2. Plots of dR+/dHofor
different values of the excit1-H = 2.5 Oe,
ing field:
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FIG. 1. Plots of thederivatives dR+!dHo (a) and dX+/dHo(b) vs
the magnetic field Ho. Curves 1, 2, and 3 were obtained respectively for exciting-field intensities H = 2.5, 5, and 17 Oe.
Curves 1 and 2 a r e drawn to the same ordinate scale, but the
scale of curve 3 is decreased by one-half. Sample thickness
d=0.60mm, f=430kHz, T=1.6 K.

The experimental part of our study was devoted to a
detailed investigation of the manifestation of the nonlinear effect in the real and imaginary parts of the surface
impedance. A detailed study was made of the influence
of the temperature, of the inclination angle of the constant magnetic field, and of the frequency of the exciting
field on its threshold value H,,
which separates the regions of the linear and nonlinear behaviors of the surface impedance Z+(H)of the sample.
Figure 1 shows typical plots of the surface-resistance
of the resistance and reactance dX+/
derivatives d~
dHo a s functions of H,. These plots were obtained with the
aid of a measuring oscillator at three values of the exciting
field. The curves dR+/dHoand dX+/O were recorded simultaneously with a two-channel automatic recording
potentiometer. In a sufficiently low RF field H, the surface impedance Z+(Ho)does not depend on H. In the linear regime, the dependence of the derivatives d&/dH0
and dX+/dH, on the constant magmetic field i s illustrated
by curves 1. The oscillations of the hole doppleron are
preceded by a smooth impedance singularity due to the
wave threshold. The derivative of the resistance with
respect to the magnetic field has a maximum in the vicinity of the doppleron thresholtl, and the derivative of
the reactance increases sharply. Above the threshold,
doppleron oscillations are observed, whose characteristic singularities are the same in both the real and the
imaginary parts of the surface impedance. From a comparison of curves 1 it is seen that the positions of the
extrema of the derivative dR+/dHo correspond to regions
of the most abrupt variation of khe reactance derivative
dX+/d~,. Thus, the real and imaginary parts of the surface impedance in a magnetic field are connected by a
relation similar to the Kramers-Kronig relations for
the frequency dependence of the impedance of a metal.
In the nonlinear regime the shapes of the dR+/d~,and
dX+/d~,curves become strongly dependent on the exciting-field intensity. Curves :4 and 3 illustrate cases
of a weakly and strongly pronoclnced nonlinear effect.
792
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The most common feature of the effect with increasing
field H is the enhancement of the extrema in both the
real and the imaginary parts of the surface impedance.
The enhancement takes place primarily near the threshold field of the doppleron (curves 2 on Fig. 1). With
further increase of the exciting field the amplitude of
the singularities increases, and the region of the nonlinearity propagates towards stronger magnetic fields.
In the regime where the effect is strongly nonlinear, the
dR+/dH, and dX+/d~,curves differ noticeably in form,
but their strongest singularities are observed in practice in identical magnetic fields (curves 3 on Fig. 1).
In view of the complexity of the picture of the appearance of the effect, it was convenient to introduce a parameter that characterizes the degree of nonlinearity.
The most convenient characteristic of the nonlinear effect turned out to be the threshold value H, of the exciting field. To determine the threshold field, the derivative dR+/d~,was plotted a s a function of Ho at various fixed values of the field H. On going from one plot
to the other, the coil voltages was increased in steps of
5%. Figure 2 illustrates the variation of the d R + / d ~ ,
curves near the boundary of the linear region. With increasing field H, a strong deepening of the first minimum of the derivative was observed (it is marked on the
figure by an arrow). Similar measurements have made
it possible to determine the threshold field accurate to
10%. At the experimental conditions under which the
curves shown in Fig. 2 were obtained, the value of H,,,
was approximately 2.7 Oe.

-

With increasing temperature, the amplitude of the
doppleron oscillations decreases rapidly. Raising the
temperature from 1.6 to 3.6 K leads to a decrease of
the oscillation amplitude by almost two orders, andthey
become practically indistinguishable against the background of the smoothly varying part of the derivative at
T = 3.8 K. The threshold field also increases with temperature, but even at T = 3.8 K, when the oscillations
are indiscernible, the nonlinear effect manifests itself
quite distinctly in a splitting due to the threshold of the
wave, of the maximum of the derivative dR+/dHo, (Fig.
3). Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of the
threshold field intensity H,,.
As seen from this figure,
the value of the threshold field increases rapidly with
increasing temperature.
When the field is inclined to the direction of the hexagonal axis, the nonlinear effect is observed at higher
intensities of the exciting field. The dependence of H,,
Voloshin et a/.
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FIG. 3. Singularities of the derivative d&/aXo on the wave threshold
at T = 2 . 8 K . Curves: 1-H = 15 Oe,
2-27 Oe, d = 0 . 6 0 mm, f =240 kHz.

on the angle B between the magnetic field and the crystal
axis [0001] is shown in Fig. 5. If the angle between the
wave propagation direction and the magnetic field is different from zero, the amplitude of the doppleron oscillations decreases as a result of the magnetic Landau
damping. This decrease is particularly strongly pronounced near the threshold of the wave. Thus, at 0 = 4"
and T = 1.6 K the amplitude of the first oscillation extremum of d & / d ~ , is smaller by almost one order of
magnitude than at 0 = 0. The general regularity governing the development of the nonlinear distortions of the
d&/d~, =f (H,) curve in an oblique field has a somewhat
different character than in the case Holl [OOOl]. This
manifests itself in the fact that at nonzero angles 8 the
nonlinearity propagates much more rapidly into the region of strong magnetic fields with increasing field H.
We have attempted to investigate the dependence of the
threshold field on the frequency. In view of the strong
dependence of the nonlinear effect on the temperature
and on the orientation of the constant magnetic field, the
frequency dependence of the threshold field H,, was
measured in a single experiment. The field values measured in the frequency interval 23-730 kHz ranged from
2.7 to 3.3 Oe. Taking the measurement e r r o r into account, this indicates that the threshold field of the nonlinear effect is practically independent of the frequency
of the exciting field.

3. THEORY
In this section we develop a nonlinear theory of cyclotron absorption of a holde doppleron in cadmium in the
case k II H, 11 [OOOl]. We shall disregard in the analysis
the renormalization of the doppleron spectrum in the
nonlinear regime, since the wave distorts appreciably
the electron distribution function in a narrow momentum interval, and the doppleron spectrum is determined
by all the carriers. It is convenient to seek the electron distribution in a coordinate frame that moves with
the wave phase velocity v* = w/k along the magnetic field.
In this system, the electric field of the wave is zero,
and the magnetic field is equal, accurate to (v*/c)~<< 1,
to the field in the laboratory coordinate frame. We
write down the magnetic field of the wave in the moving
coordinate system in the form
H.=H cos kz, H,=H sin kz.

793
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FIG. 4. Plot of H* (T)a t f = 240
kHz for a sample 0 . 6 0 mm
thick.

We shall solve the kinetic equation by the method of
characteristics. The latter a r e the particle trajectories,
and we therefore consider first the equations of the trajectories.
In the new coordinate system we have

where v@)= a&/ap and c (p) is the dispersion law. From
(4) we get the energy integral c(p)= E = const. Since v,,,
<< (vR is the Fermi velocity), we shall neglect the
difference between the Fermi surfaces in the new and
old coordinate systems. In terms of the variables E,
p,, and ff = kz 9, where 9 is the polar angle of the vector p, such that

-

we obtain from (4) and from the equation dzldt = v,(c, p,)
dp,
lei
=-hH,v,(E, p,)sin a,
dt
c

Here h = H/H, and ff is the angle between v, and H. Owing to the axial symmetry of the electron lens we have

where m(&,p,) is the cyclotron mass.

FIG. 5. Angular dependence of the
threshold field of the nonlinear
effect; d = 0.60 mm, f = 240 kHz,

(3)
Voloshin et a/.
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Neglecting the influence of the wave field on the particle trajectory (h = 0), the cyclotron-resonance condition da/dt= 0 yields an equation for the momentump!(&)
of the resonant electrons

On the Fermi surface (E=E,) the relation (6) is equivalent to the condition (1) written i11 a moving coordinate
system. At h z 0 we put p, =p:(&)+ bp, for the electrons
that are close to resonance. In the right-hand side of
the first equation of (5) we neglect 6pe; in the second
equation of (5) we discard the second member of the second component, and in the remaining component we expand up to terms of first order in 6p, inclusive (the justification for these approximation i s given below). We
recognize that
mu,=

1~S(E,P~)
2n
dp, '

where S(E,p,) = T& is the area of the intersection of the
surface E (p) = E with the plane p, =: const. We introduce
the dimensionless variable

inequalities a r e certainly satisfied for the lens electrons.
In the case of strong nonlinearity (E,T >> 1) the conditions
(13) are limitations on the amplitude, since the characteristic width of the strip is 6pE-5, in this case. Estimates show that for resonant electrons in cadmium we
have v,am/ap, < v,/v, and therefore the two inequalities
in (13) reduce in the nonlinear regime to the condition

which takes, when (8) i s allowed for, the form

A numerical estimate shows that the inequality (14) was,
certainly satisfied under the experimental conditions.
We return to the system (9), which determines the
electron trajectories. It has as its integral

from which it is seen that the particles a r e divided into
untrapped (a>
1)and trapped (z<I), a s already mentioned in the Introduction. The solutions of (9)
. . are expressed in terms of elliptic Jacobi functions (see,
e. g., C4').
We proceed to consider the kinetic equation. In amoving coordinate system it takes the form

As a result we obtain from (5)-(8)
dsldt=-a,(€)

sin a ,

da/dt=o,(e)s,

(9)

It is seen from (10) that on the Fermi surface the ratio W ~ ( E ~ ) / Wp:)
, ( Eis~ fully
,
exprtwsed in terms of the
function s(cp,p3. An analytic expression for S(E~,P,)
of cadmium, which agrees well with experiment, was
obtained inc2]:

Here i{f}is the collision integral. We seek the solution of (16) in the form f = Fo[~(p)+pv,,]+g, where Fois
the equilibrium distribution fyction. The collision integral is written in the form I{g}=g/~.
This i s justified for the narrow group of electrons responsible for
the wave absorption, if T is taken to mean the time of
departure from the effective-interaction strip. Writing
down the equation for g in terms of the variables E, p,,
z and we can easily verify that it i s invariant to the
substitutions z z + zo and
+ zo/k, where zo is an
arbitrary constant. Consequently the function g depends
on the variables E, p, and ff = kz a. In terms of these
variables the equation for the distribution function is

-

-

-

where po/fi= 1.5 A", p,/fi= 0.28 li'l. We shall use this
expression for the actual estimates that follow.
Equations (9) are obtained frorn (5) if the followinginequalities are satisfied:

We reduce these inequalities to the form

ag j + - ag
p,+LJ!LhH
da

dp,

z

I dtf
1
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ovPhv~(e,
p=)Fo' ( ~ + ~ z ~ p h )as i,n (17)

where & and j,are specified by the system (5), a n d G
= 8Fo/ae. The distribution function at fixed z should be
periodic in with a period 2 ~ .This means that it is
also periodic in the variable ff with the same period %.
When solving (17) by the method of characteristics it is
convenient to introduce the time of motion along the trajectory, dt = dff/b. The solution periodic in ff thentakes
the form
p(&,p,, a ) =

In the linear regime (w07<< I), when the width of the
electron strip that takes part in the absorption is determined by the collision and is equal to 6p, -$,/w07, these

c

--

t-t'

lel

srp [ - T ] T h ~ o v p ~ ~ ~ ( ~ , ~ ~ ( t f ) ) .

(18)

X F,' (e+p,(t')vph)sin a ( t ' ) ,

where a(tl) and pe(tf)describe the trajectory of a partiVoloshin e t a/.
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cle that reaches the point (ff,
p,) at f = t. The particle
trajectories a r e determined by the system. To match
the accuracy with which this system is written, it is
necessary to put under the integral sign in (18) %(&, p,(t'))
=v,(&, p!). In the lowest order in 6p,v,d&,, whenpEv,,$
&, << 1, we can replace the argument of
by &. The
integral in (18) can then be evaluated in analogy with the
similar integral oft4'. The result is
- ---

gut=

h l e l H o ~ ~ hP:)~ ~F(o~, (,E )

.

..- .-

We consider now wave propagation in an oblique magnetic field. In this case the velocity projection on the
direction of the wave vector is modulated at the cyclotron frequency. As a result, the resonance takes place
only on the average over the cyclotron period, and the
effectiveness of the interaction i s decreased. For this
reason, the characteristic frequency wo decreases. As
shown in the Appendix,

z)'~
xK(x)

COO

-

hl elHovphv~(e,
pSo)
g,=
coo

"-a

n-l

W"Jx)
I+qzn(x)

(n-'/%)qn-'"(x-')
I+q'"-'(x-')

-

X cos
-

---

Here x = [2/(%+ 1)]112
sign s, while gt and g, a r e
respectively the distribution functions of the trapped
(I x l > 1) and untrapped (In I < 1) particles, F(a/2, n ) is
an elliptic integral of the first kind, ~ ( xis) a complete
elliptic integral of the first kind, and

We define the nonlinear absorption coefficient a s

where j is the current density, (w) is the average energy
density of the wave, and v, is the doppleron group velocity. Expressing the electric field of the wave in
terms of the magnetic field and changing from integration with respect to & to integration with respect to a
= kz-wt-cp, we obtain the work performed by the wave
field on the particles:
j~

2

= -I d s

(2nfi)3 o

I
p, ,1.,.,

dp, I d a

f~ v ~ ~ v ~ ( ~ .pi.p a~) s) ign a.( & .

-n

We change from the variables p, and a t'o x and
integrating we obtain

0.

where q' c3.77 is the ratio of the displacement of the
electrons in the limiting point of the lens to the doppleron wavelength. It i s easy to verify that (22a) coincides
with the result obtained ince? Using (11), we find that
p:(cp) =O. 14pe for cadmium. We then obtain from (10)

After

Here r,,, i s the linear coefficient of cyclotron absorption, and Y,,,,(W~T)
are functions that characterize the
contributions of the trapped and untrapped particles to
the absorption. Formulas and plots for y,,, y,, y,, + Y, a s
functions of (w07)-l are given inc4]. In the case of strong
nonlinearity (w07>> 1) we have

where Jois a Bessel function, and the meanings of p,
and 3: are explained in the Appendix. We note that for
the same reason, i. e., on account of the modulation of
the velocity projection on the wave-vector direction, the
linear cyclotron absorption is also decreased.

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Let us discuss the character of the variation of the
picture of the impedance oscillations in the nonlinear regime. It was noted above that the hole doppleron in cadmium exists under conditions of strong cyclotron absorption of the wave by the lens electrons. The absorption is maximal in the vicinity of the wave threshold. It
is precisely in this region that the distortions of the experimental curves are most likely to .appear and the amplitude of the oscillations increases strongly. As a r e sult, the maximum of the envelope of the oscillations
shifts towards weaker fields, in analogy with the situation when the collision damping is decreased."] This
allows us to assume that the nonlinear effect i s due tothe
decrease of the cyclotron absorption of the hole doppleron.
A quantitative comparison of the deductions of the theory with the experimental data is difficult. For such a
comparison it is necessary to study theoretically the influence of the nonlinear cyclotron absorption on the surface impedance of the cadmium plate. However, the calculation of the cadmium impedance for the model Fermi
surface proposed inc8]can be carried outonly numerically even in the linear theory. In the nonlinear regime,
when the absorption coefficient depends on the wave amplitude, the problem becomes even more complicated,
since the Fourier-transformation method cannot be used.
We note that in the nonlinear regime the character of the
distribution of the wave field in the method is substantially altered. Owing to the dependence of the nonlinear
absorption coefficient r on the wave intensity, the field
distribution near the metal surface turns out to be quadratic :

Substituting (11) in (22) we get
Despite the complexity of the problem, it can be stated
795
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that the necessary condition for the existence of a nonlinear cyclotron absorption is the satisfaction of the inequality (2). Substituting in (24) the experimental value
of the threshold field of the nonlinear effect, H,, = 2.7
Oe and the magnetic field Ho=3 . 7 kOe corresponding to
the doppleron threshold at f = 0.43 MHz (see Fig. I), and
assuming the cyclotron mass of the c a r r i e r s to be equal '
to the mass of the free electron, we obtain wo=7x loQ
sec" on the sample surface. Ira accordance with thedata
ofm1, the characteristic time T in the employed samples
of cadmium is of the order of 10" sec. As a result we
have the product w0r = 7 and the inequality (2) is satisfied. This inequality was satisfied also in all other cases
when the nonlinear effect was observed. From the experimental data, and also from the estimates (24) and
(2), it follows that the nonlinear regime in cadmium
takes place in weak RF fields of the order of several
oersteds. This makes cadmium a very favorable object
for the study of nonlinear absorption of waves.

where A r is the nonlinear decrease of the cyclotron absorption, 6 is the thickness of the region of the nonline a r cyclotron absorption region in which the condition
7w0(H(z))>> 1 is satisfied, and C is a certain constant
that depends on the sensitivity of the experimental setup. In an oblique field the doppleron absorption increases strongly because of the magnetic Landau damping rL(8). In addition, the characteristic frequency
wo(8) and the linear cyclotron absorption F1,,(8) decrease
(see the Appendix). At small angles 8, however, the
changes of ~ ~ (and
8 )of r1,,(8) a r e small. The Landau
damping leads to a decrease of the thickness 6 of the region of the nonlinear absorption. To satisfy the inequality (27) it is therefore necessary to increase the intensity of the exciting field. For a rough estimate of the
angular dependence of the thickness 6 we can use the
for mula

Within the framework of the cleveloped theory it iseasy
to explain the strong dependence of the threshold field
H,,, on the temperature. With increasing temperature,
the relaxation time T of the electrons decreases and the
condition (2) which is necessary for the existence of the
nonlinear effect is violated. Therefore the nonlinearity
is observed at large values of the RF field H. It follows
from (2) that
is proportional to the c a r r i e r colli::
to be a power-law
sion frequency. One can expect H
function of the temperature. Figure 6 shows a plot of
H:~(T'). It is seen that within the limits of the measurement e r r o r s this dependence is linear, i. e., H
::
a TP. Such a dependence is nat.ural, since at T < 4.2 K
the momentum of the thermal phonon is comparable with
the width $z of the strip of the lens electrons responsible
for the cyclotron absorption. This means that the electron-phonon scattering is effective and its contribution
to the reciprocal departure time is proportional to T
We note that in strong alternating fields, when the width
$#of the strip is larger than the phonon momentum, the
reciprocal time of departure from the resonance region
is proportional to T", where n *: 3.

HI^

'.

We discuss now the experimentally observed strong
dependence of the threshold field H,, on the angle of inclination of the magnetic field to the hexagonal axis of
the crystal (Fig. 5). It can be assumed that the condition under which the nonlinearity becomes noticeable in
the experiment is the relation

Assuming that r,(B)a e2 and substituting 6(8) in (27), it
is easy to verify that the threshold field increases in
proportion to 82, in qualitative agreement with experiment.
The influence of the magnetic Landau damping is apparently also the cause of the rapid propagation of the
nonlinearity towards stronger fields at 8 2 0. The point
is that above the doppleron threshold the Landau damping
decreases with increasing constant magnetic fieldc8]and
the inequality war >> 1 can be satisfied in a wider field
region.
Unfortunately, we a r e unable to explain the independence of the nonlinearity threshold field H,, of the frequency. In addordance with (24), H,, should be proportional to w'lJ2. To ascertain the cause of this disparity
it is apparently necessary to have analytic expressions
for the impedance of the metal in the nonlinear regime,
and to perform additional experimental investigations.
APPENDIX

Let us obtain the characteristic frequency wo(@)of the
oscillations in the case when the wave propagates along
a hexagonal axis and the magnetic field makes an angle
0 with this axis. Since experiments show that even at
small 8 (on the order of several degrees) the nonlinear
effects a r e much weaker than at 8 = 0, we confine ourselves to the case 8 << 1. We shall use two coordinate
systems: x, y, z and x, q, I;, with HoII z, k II I;, and k
lying in the yz plane. Owing to the large conductivity
along the magnetic field, the doppleron electric field is
polarized in the xy plane. To exclude this field, we convert to a coordinate frame that moves along the z axis
In view of the smallness of
with velocity vo=v,,/cos8.
( v , / c ) ~ , the magnetic field of the wave is not altered in
this transition. It is circularly polarized in the xq plane
and can be expressed in the form
H,=H

FIG. 6 .
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~ l o t o f ~ i k a ~ a i n d=:0.60mm,
st~~;
f=240kHz.
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cos kt,

(A.1)

H,=H sin kt.

At small 8, the angle between the projections of the moVoloshin e t a / .
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mentum p, and of the velocity v, on the xy is small (of
the order of O), and will henceforth be assumed equal to
zero. Inasmuch as for small 9 the trajectories of the
resonant particles in momentum space lie below the
equator of the lens, we neglect the small modulations of
p,) = m(&,0),
the momentum A, of the cyclotron m a s s m(&,
and with them also the modulation of v,. Ignoring, a s
in Sec. 3, the influence of the wave field on the r a t e of
the cyclotron revolution of the particle, we obtain from
the equations of motion (4), in t e r m s of the variables
p,, (P, and E = const:
(A. 2)
P,=-h(leJlc)H,v, sin (k6-@),

Q= lelIl,lcm(~,0 ) = 0 , .

(A. 3)

In addition to (A. 3), we shall consider the equation
d
-(kc
dt

-Q)=kv;(~,p,, Q )-o,.

(A. 4,

Since $# contains the small parameter h we seek, neglecting the small oscillations of p,, the solution of (A. 2)
and (A. 4) in the form

-

where 3eand (Y = kg (P a r e quantities that vary slowly
over the cyclotron period. Averaging over the fast cyclotron rotations, we obtain

-

p,=-h ( I e I /c) Haul sin (a+A),

(A. 5)

&=kc;-o,,

(A. 6)

b=k(u;-c;).

(A. 7)

It is easy t o show that A can b e chosen that sinA = 0.

Recognizing that near the equator of the lens, where pc
is small, we have v, a p (in cadmium on the F e r m i surp ~PC
/ p=p,
~ )+ BpLsin*,
face we have v, = ~ , ( 3 p ~ / p ~ ) ~ ' ~and
we obtain from (A. 3) and (A. 7)
A=-p,0

cos @/pZ0
(E),

(A. 8)

where P ; ( E ) is the momentum of the resonant particles,
for which kpt(& 3:) = w,. Substituting (A. 8) in (A. 5) and
using the integral representation of the Bessel function,
we write
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.

ji.

hlel

= - -How,

sin do

C

In t e r m s of the variables

where fie =$,(&, &)) is defined in Sec. 3, the system
(A. 9), (A. 6) reduces t o the form (9). The frequency
wo(&,0) is then expressed by formula (25).
A calculation analogous to that of Sec. 3 shows that
the nonlinear coefficient of the cyclotron absorption is
equal to
(A 10)
r ( e ) =riln(0) [rUl(oo(el,0 ) t )+ r r ( ~ o ( ~0s ), t ) I ,
l? 11"(0) z r i i n (B=O) loz(p,0/pZo(cx) ) ,

(A 11)

where r,,,(B) is the linear coefficient of cyclotron absorption, and the functions yUtvta r e the same a s in Sec.
3. We note that in the formulas for w,,(&, 6) and r ( 0 ) the
dependence on 6 is preserved in fact only where 0 enters
with the large factor pJF,O(c).
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